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Motivation

• Several recent extremes due to jet 
variability

• Is variability increasing?

Mitchell et al (2017, CD)

RECENT SEASONAL ASYMMETRIC CHANGES IN THE NAO

Figure 1. Seasonal NAO values from 1899 to winter 2014, plotted both annually (thin lines) and with a 5-year running mean applied (thick lines).
NAO index data are from Hurrell (2014).

indices from each individual ensemble member from the
Historical+RCP8.5 CMIP5 archive.

Throughout the analysis we use standard meteorological
seasons: i.e. December, January, February (DJF)=winter;
December, January, February, March (DJFM)= extended
winter; March, April, May (MAM)= spring; June,
July, August (JJA)= summer; and September, October,
November (SON)= autumn. For winter (which bridges
2 years), the year is dated by the January. The analysis
generally includes data up to March 2014 except for the
Azores-based CRU and 20CR PC1 NAO indices, which
end in 2010.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the seasonal Hurrell PC NAO index plot-
ted yearly from 1899 to winter 2013. Short-term/annual-
to-decadal variability in the NAO is evident, but as these
variations largely cancel, there are no significant seasonal
trends for the overall record. However, visual inspec-
tion shows strong multi-decadal variations, for example
decreases in winter and especially summer NAO since
about 1990. These changes are confirmed by the trend
analysis in Table 1, where statistically significant trends
(but not sigma values) are highlighted.

Tables 1 and 2 summarize changes in the mean and
variance of the NAO for the seasons and calendar months,
respectively, for several standard normal climatological

time periods and the whole NAO index period. They con-
firm large decreases in NAO in summer and annually for
the latest (since 1981) time periods. This summer decline
is sustained (significant for both the 1981–2010 and
1991–2013 periods), which contributes to the 1981–2010
annual NAO being significantly negative (Table 1). Signifi-
cant positive trends are seen in the extended winter (DJFM)
and spring seasons/months for sub-periods between 1951
and 1990 (the extended winter series is only significant for
1961–1990) (Tables 1 and 2). The last few decades’ sig-
nificant summer decline in the NAO is not seen for the AO
(Figure 2).

Also apparent is a remarkable increase in variability in
winter NAO in the latter half of the record, shown in the
running standard deviation plots in Figure 3. Figure 3 con-
firms that the enhanced variability is restricted to winter,
when NAO winter (DJF) variability has almost doubled
over the whole record. The standard deviation of winter
(DJF) NAO for successive and overlapping 30-year clima-
tological normal periods has increased steadily and sig-
nificantly from 0.67 in 1901–1930 to 1.16 in 1981–2010
(P= 0.004), while other seasons’ trends are less dramatic
(Table 1). Inspection of the monthly NAO index time
series (Figure 4) shows that this enhanced variability is
strongest and most significant in December (P= 0.01).
The standard deviation of December NAO was 1.27 for
the overall 1900–2013 period but increased systematically
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Decadal jet speed variability

• Decadal NAO is mostly variations in jet speed
• Interannual NAO is mostly variations in jet latitude
• Suggests distinct mechanism (and predictability?) on decadal timescale

Woollings et al (2015, CD)



Jet latitude and speed have different sensitivities

Jet latitude sensitive to 
heating either side of jet

Jet speed sensitive to heating 
within jet and in tropics

Based on idealized dry dynamical core simulations; Baker et al (2017, JClim)



Ocean-atmosphere coupling in the model:
Decrease in ocean heat flux convergence 

-> Colder subpolar gyre
-> Stronger atmospheric jet 

Ocean influence on decadal timescale?

Woollings et al (2015, CD)



Linking timescales: 
Weaker jets are 
more variable
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Barotropic model: jet position as a function of jet speed
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Dry 
dynamical 
core
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Dry Core: jet position as a function of jet speed

Barotropic vorticity 
model on sphere

ERA-I and 
HadGEM3

Woollings et al (2018, JClim).



Mechanism
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• Poleward turning latitude remote from jet
• Lots of cyclonic wave breaking
• Very variable jet latitude

• Poleward turning latitude close to jet
• Little cyclonic wave breaking
• Waves turned instead
• Increased anticyclonic wave breaking 
• Less variable jet latitude

jet set has a considerably greater spread of jet latitudes (not shown), as expected from the results392

of section 2.393

As shown by Hoskins and Karoly (1981), changes in the propagation of Rossby waves can be394

understood using the stationary wavenumber, defined as395
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Here f is the latitude, u is the westerly zonal wind speed and c is the wave phase speed. b ⇤ is the396

meridional gradient of absolute vorticity on the sphere, given by397
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where W and a are the angular velocity and radius of the Earth, respectively. K⇤ acts like an index398

of refraction for Rossby waves, so that the wave paths are bent towards higher values of K⇤.399

Figure 12 shows the latitudinal profiles of the composite 300 hPa zonal wind (0-60�W) and the400

K⇤ diagnostic calculated from it. Upper level wind such as this is most appropriate for deriving K⇤,401

though note that the wind at this level includes a contribution from the subtropical jet, hence the402

lack of a distinct mid-latitude wind maximum in the weak jet case. In calculating K⇤ some choice403

of phase speed c has to be made. Here, we choose a range of values of c to indicate uncertainty in404

K⇤, and it is only on the flanks of the jet that these uncertainty ranges do not overlap. In the strong405

wind case in particular, K⇤ is undefined for some latitudes, when either b ⇤ or [u]� c is negative,406

indicating linear wave propagation is not permitted according to the theory.407

In the stronger wind case K⇤ is decreased at most latitudes, particularly strongly on the flanks of408

the jet. These changes are qualitatively similar to those seen by Barnes and Hartmann (2011) in409

the barotropic model, suggesting that the same mechanism is acting in the observations as in the410

model. Decomposition of K⇤ into its constituents (not shown) indicates that the change in b ⇤ is411

crucial for the decrease in K⇤ on the jet flanks. This arises from the increased sharpness of the jet412
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Jet speed affects vorticity gradient and hence wave propagation

Woollings et al (2018, JClim).



Slow decadal variability modulates the faster timescales
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U850 jet indices from 20CR (solid) and ERA-20C (dashed). Woollings et al (2018, JClim).
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In order to directly compare the ASF-20C experimental hindcasts with the SEAS5158

forecasts, the correlation skill for each is recalculated over the 29-year common forecast159

period of DJF 1981-2009. ASF-20C is correlated with ERA-20C, as before, and SEAS5160

with ERAI. The correlation skill of the ASF-20C ensemble mean jet latitude has increased161

for this shorter period and is statistically significant, while for jet speed the correlation162

has disappeared. Correlation skill of the SEAS5 ensemble mean jet latitude with ERAI163

over the common forecast period remains unchanged, while the correlation for jet speed164

has decreased and is no longer statistically significant.165

Figure 1. Time series of seasonal mean (a) jet latitude and (b) jet speed for DJF 1900-2009

for ERA-20C and ASF-20C ensemble. Similarly for (c) jet latitude and (d) jet speed for DJF

1981-2016 for ERAI and SEAS5 ensemble; and (e) jet latitude and (f) jet speed for DJF 1992-

2011 for ERAI and GloSEa5 ensemble. Red lines are reanalyses and blue lines are ensemble

means. Blue dots are ensemble median. Dark blue shading is ensemble interquartile range, and

light blue shading is ensemble spread.
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An 11-year running mean of the jet latitude and speed can be used to represent172

that part of the time series that varies on approximately decadal timescales (“slow” com-173

ponent). Subtracting this from the time series of jet latitude and speed over the 110-year174

–5–

Jet latitude; r = 0.25 Jet speed; r = 0.21

• Skill in jet latitude and speed both very small but significant
• Both contribute to skill in NAO
• Dominant source of skill is interannual jet latitude

20th Century Atmospheric Seasonal Hindcast

ECMWF model, atmosphere-only, forced with observed SST and sea ice.



20th Century Atmospheric Seasonal Hindcast
Confidential manuscript submitted to Geophysical Research Letters

Figure 3. (a) Distributions of jet latitude and jet speed. Two-dimensional distribution shows

the jet speed on the x-axis (m s−1) and jet latitude on the y-axis, with data binned every 2 m

s−1 and 3◦ of latitude. Contours are drawn at intervals of 4 occurrences. Corresponding one-

dimensional distributions are drawn alongside the two-dimensional distribution, with jet speed

at the top and jet latitude to the right. Reanalysis is shown in red, ensemble mean in blue, and

individual ensemble members in light blue. For (a) ERA-20C and ASF-20C DJF 1900–2009; (b)

ERAI and SEAS5 DJF 1981–2016; and (c) ERAI and GloSea5 DJF 1992-2011.
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• Model jet is too strong
• Also not enough variability 

in jet position
• This is consistent with the 

general relationship 
between mean jet speed 
and variability of jet 
latitude

Jet speed
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Conclusions

• Interannual winter NAO is mostly affected by jet latitude
• Decadal winter NAO is more related to jet speed – suggests potentially distinct 

source of skill for S2D timescales
• NAO skill in the Atmospheric Seasonal Hindcast largely comes from interannual  

jet latitude
• Decadal variations in the jet speed modulate the amount of interannual shifting
• In weak-jet decades we might expect more variability on S2S timescales
• Mean biases in jet speed can affect the strength of model’s shifting variability


